
    CAPTAIN'S  TEAM                 vs               PRESIDENT'S  TEAM 
   WEAR SOMETHING RED                                     WEAR SOMETHING BLUE                   
                   
  TEAM EVENT                        MATCH PLAY FORMAT 
                 

                                                       FRIENDLY MATCH PLAY   
 
PLAY:  MATCH PLAY rules.  NET scores only are used to decide who wins the hole.  
 Ladies play from Red tees.  Men play from Blue tees. 
 You don’t have to walk in after your match is decided…finish the game if you want to. 
                                 
SCORING: One scorecard per pair.  Decide who will keep score.  Both sign card at the end.  (The other  
 can keep an unofficial card as a check) 
 Overall this is a TEAM game, but individual prizes are up for grabs. 
********* When finished indicate the winner and score on FRONT of  scorecard Eg  JONES   3&2  
  
HDCPS:  Higher handicap  gets strokes off the lower handicap. 

(example:  Lowest ranked player is a 15 handicap; Opponent is a 17 handicap and so gets the 
difference - 2 strokes - to be taken on the two highest handicap holes.) 

 
DISPUTES: When you encounter a rules situation, you must resolve it there and then. Failure to 
 come to an agreement will result in the other two PLAYERS  in your group making the decision. 
 The status of the match should always be confirmed before making the next stroke. 
 Honesty and fair play must at all times be the measure to which we all play. 
  
NO SHOWS: If an opponent fails to show, the committee will try to find a spare so the match can happen. 
  If an alternative match cannot be arranged, the player in attendance wins the match. 
                                

 TIES If an individual match is tied after the completion of the round, it will remain as a TIE. 
 
 
                                   

    SUMMER RULES IN EFFECT 
 
                                                 R.C.G.A.  RULES  APPLY 
   
KP #10 CAPTAIN’S TEAM……...LADIES                KP #15  CAPTAIN’S TEAM……….LADIES  
KP #10 PRESIDENT’S TEAM…. LADIES                KP 15   PRESIDENT’S TEAM……LADIES  
KP #2 CAPTAIN’S TEAM…… MEN         KP #6 CAPTAIN’S TEAM…… MEN 
KP #2 PRESIDENT’S TEAM…MEN                      KP #6 PRESIDENT’S TEAM…MEN 
 

 
Please turn in your signed scorecards to 

Nancy Taylor in the Golfers Lounge. 


